We Wish You a Merry Christmas!

Holiday Safety Tips

1. Buy a real tree that's fresh & water it regularly, or buy a fake tree that's flame resistant.
2. Keep all types of Christmas trees away from any heat sources!
3. Make sure to purchase a helmet along with any riding toy gifts such as bicycles or scooters.
4. Buy age-appropriate toys for young children to avoid choking hazards.
5. Check holiday lights for frayed cords, loose or cracked bulbs, or poor outlet connections.
6. Place a baby gate around the tree and hang breakable ornaments up high.
7. Turn off holiday lights and blow out candles before bed or when leaving your home.
8. Keep all alcohol in locked cabinets & don’t leave cups around children during parties.
9. Keep kids away from all heat sources: Stoves, space heaters, fireplaces.
10. Clean up immediately after all holiday parties, especially stairs and floors!
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